
LAKESIDE



Lakeside is perfectly suited for a range of settings, from 

village greens and small-town parks, to resorts, waterfront 

developments and college campuses. The sparkling addition 

of the new Lakeside planter expands Landscape Forms’ 

functional and design solutions for outdoor environments.



Lakeside litter receptacles are simple steel cylinders with 

a recessed base, plain or with plasma-cut patterns that 

beautifully integrate with other Lakeside elements and the 

landscape. Litters are 36” tall and 21” in diameter and have 

removable polyethylene liners. The side-opening version 

holds 30-gallons, the top-opening version holds 35.   

Lakeside litters like all steel Lakeside elements are finished 

with Landscape Forms proprietary Pangard II™ polyester 

powdercoat in the full Landscape Forms color palette.

Lakeside is a lighthearted line of benches, litters and new planter designed 

by architect Margaret McCurry, a master of American vernacular design. 

The forms and motifs of this popular favorite are inspired by familiar 

themes in nature, architecture and historic design. Two bench options share 

a common bent steel frame that recalls the traditional front-porch platform 

swing, while seating surfaces have distinctly different characters. The first 

features sheet steel enlivened with plasma-cut patterns of graceful grasses 

or falling leaves. The second has a slatted seat and back of “pickets” that 

make whimsical reference to the American domestic landscape. Steel 

shells and motifs from nature are echoed in Lakeside litters and planter, 

and custom patterns can be created for signature applications.

The Lakeside planter doubles down on the visual vibe with a boldly colored 

liner that adds another dimension. Liners in sky blue, grass green, daisy 

yellow, or in black, are revealed through the cut patterns and at the base 

of the 36” planter, lending it a lively presence. 
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